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Abstract

Work life conflict is defined as a form of inter-related conflict in expectation between both work and life roles. Job satisfaction has been defined as “a pleasurable or positive emotional state resulting from the appraisal of one’s job or job experiences”. The study aimed at exploring the impact of work life conflict on job satisfaction in Commercial bank of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa. To achieve this purpose, explanatory study design were used to analyze the data collected through cross sectional survey questionnaire from a sample of 410 bank employees. Five branches were selected by simple random sampling and the study subjects in each branch. Simple Random Sampling (Lottery method) was employed to obtain the participant from each working unit from monthly work schedule obtained from the managers of each branch. The data collected from the questionnaire were analyzed using Statistical measures such as correlation and multiple regression analysis. The major findings of the study include low level overall job satisfaction in the organizations under study, three work life conflict dimensions i.e., work to personal life interference, work overload and personal life to work interference and job satisfaction found to be inversely and significantly related. And also indicate that job autonomy is the most important factor to have a strong, positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction. In addition to this, four work life conflict dimensions of this research significantly explain the variations in job satisfaction. However, except job autonomy, which statistically and positively predicts the variation in job satisfaction, the three work life conflict dimensions i.e. work to personal life interference, work overload and personal life to work interference statistically and negatively predict the variation in job satisfaction. Based on the findings of the study, it is recommended that Top management should realize the effect of work life conflict on job satisfaction and should implement work life balance programs, practices and policies, and also it is essential that HR departments are responsive to the needs and constantly changing requirements of workforce and the effect of environmental issues in order to improve programs and policies of work life balance like locally attainable flexible work time arrangements.

Key words: Work life conflict, Job Satisfaction, Work Overload, Job Autonomy
CHAPTER ONE
INTRODUCTION

This part of the study is discussing the background, problem statement, questions and objectives and the significance and limitations.

1.1. Background of the Study

Individuals and groups interact among each other in their day-to-day activities in the struggle for survival and achievement of their own goals. This interaction that exists among them is a source for the formation of hostility, ambivalence, disputes, violence, aggression, and domination of the individual or group interests over the sacrifices of the other members of the interacting group or society so that it makes interaction with the universe for conflict. A state of disagreement between individuals and groups that arise in almost where there is human interaction originates in competition for influence incompatible goals, antagonistic actions, divergent ideas, inconsistent demands, unsatisfied needs, unfulfilled interests, unfair distribution of work and running for different aims. Depending on the intensity and degree of manifestation such kind of social phenomena structure themselves as conflict. According to their bases and backgrounds, conflicts occur in different aspects like psychological aspects, political aspects and social aspects that all of them affect educational, cultural, economical and social status of a country (Creamer, 1991:314).

As the interaction of people in a specified universe of organization increase, the possibility of conflicting situation also increases. Organizations are composed of complex social systems that they consist of different individuals who have their own interest, goal, needs, feeling, background, etc, with in the same organizational aim of the firm. Peoples participating in the activity of the organization: bosses, peers, subordinates, supervisors, specialists and ordinary employees have their own unique dynamic human nature even if all of them do towards the ultimate objective of the organization with such number of groups and individuals who have their own interest, the interaction between them contributes to a great extent for the formulation of conflict. In connection to this, due to the intellectual characters, which are based for the formulation of opposing ideas, culture diversity and multiplicity of their needs and interests, organizations are fertile environments for conflict (Creamer, 1991: 314).

Work-life conflict (WLC) arises when the cumulative demands of work and non work roles are incompatible in some way, such that fulfillment of the obligations of one role make the
satisfaction of the requirements of another role more difficult (Duxbury & Higgins 2006). They identified three components to WLC. The first is role overload, which exists when the cumulative demands of multiple roles on the individual’s time and energy are excessive, such that the performance of one or more of the roles suffers. A second component of WLC is interference from work to family, when demands from the work role make the fulfillment of family obligations more difficult. The third component of WLC is interference from family to work, when family demands inhibit performance of work requirements.

Studies in the area of work-life interaction have so far concentrated on the imbalance between people’s work and personal life. Employees have an increased concern about balancing their work and personal lives. This is the result of a world of work characterized by change and increased demands on time, and work commitment (Grant-Vallone & Donaldson, 2001; Burke, 2000). Furthermore, the concern is not limited to a specific group of employees as research in many countries has shown that employees across different organizational levels and with different family structures are concerned with achieving a better balance between working life, family obligations, leisure and socializing (Papalexandris & Kramar, 1997). An inability to create a balance between work and private life could influence employees’ effectiveness and productivity in the workplace (Elloy & Smith, 2003).

In terms of job attitudes, employees reporting high levels of work life conflict tend to exhibit lower levels of job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Burke & Greenglass, 1999; Kossek & Ozeki, 1998). This view proposes that work-life balance practices will assist employees in balancing their work and family/private demands, which can in turn lead to enhanced employee productivity and significant organizational improvements. By enabling employees to schedule their time in order to better balance competing demands from work and from home, by helping employees to get third-party assistance with care giving responsibilities, such practices are intended to reduce or eliminate levels of work-life conflict, and thereby boost employee performance and organizational effectiveness.

1.2. Statement of the Problem

Rapidly changing global scene is increasing the pressure of workforce to perform maximum output and enhance competitiveness. Indeed, to perform better to their job, there is a requirement for workers to perform multiple tasks in the workplace to keep abreast (well informed) of changing technologies.
Balancing a successful career with a personal or family life can be challenging and has impact on job satisfaction. In addition, it is important for every organization to take necessary steps to maintain a healthy balance between work and private lives so that both employees and the company can be benefited in the long term. Employees want jobs that give them flexibility in their work schedules so they can better manage work–life conflicts. Organizations that don’t help their people achieve work–life balance will find it increasingly difficult to attract and retain the most capable and motivated employees.

Accordingly, work-life facilitation was found to be associated with positive feelings about work such that to the extent that activities and responsibilities at work were perceived to enhance activities and responsibilities at home, employees experienced greater job satisfaction and organizational commitment (Aryee, Srinivas & Tan, 2005). Thus, key to successful work-life integration and resolution of work-life conflict is supposed to be that control over work scheduling and/or a work environment supportive to the work-life needs of employees, which includes a supportive supervisor and/or formalized workplace policies that provide for and make accessible, flexible work scheduling options.

Although many of earlier studies have made to add their own contribution to the concept of work life conflict, work-life balance and its programs and stated their own policy implication, they were inclined towards the developed countries, and less developed countries received little attention in various writings on the issue. Particularly, our country Ethiopia has not received direct attention regarding the impact of work-life imbalance on job satisfaction in the service sector in general and the banking sector in particular. The finding of the study in one country may not serve to another. Accordingly, since no previous researches conducted in Ethiopia in general and specifically in Addis Ababa on the same issue, the researcher interested to conduct empirical study to know about the impact of work life conflict on job satisfaction in detail.

The current study examined the relationship between job satisfaction and work-life conflict practices among CBE employees in Addis Ababa head office.

The government of Ethiopia increased deregulation, in order to encourage the investors to participate in the banking sectors, as a result the number of bank has been increased which further raises the competition and difficulty among the banks. Due to this, banks are asking their employees to stay for long working hours and to work for Monday through Saturday. The conducted preliminary survey through personal observation and unstructured interview on
two branches and head office before beginning the actual study indicates that the problem of work life imbalance is high in this sector. So, there is requirement for each bank to have healthier and more productive employees which can be maintained through effective work life balance management practices, programs and policies. In turn, balance in work-life and personal life enhances the performance of an employee, and productivity is positively correlated with performance and increases employee satisfaction levels. As such, this research investigated the state and relationship of work life conflict (WLC) and job satisfaction in CBE in context, specifically in Addis Ababa. To this end, this study tried to answer the following research questions:

1. How does the significant relationship between personal life to work conflict and the employees’ job satisfaction?
2. How does the significant relationship between work to personal life conflict and the employees’ job satisfaction?
3. How does the significant relationship between job autonomy and the employees’ job satisfaction?
4. How does the significant relationship between work load and employees’ job satisfaction?

1.3. Objectives of the Study

1.3.1 General Objective of the Study
The general objective of the study is to examine the impact of work life conflict on job satisfaction among employees of CBE in Addis Ababa.

1.3.2 Specific Objectives of the Study
In addition to the above general objective, this study is intended to achieve the following specific objectives to assess the relationship between work life and job:

- To examine the significant relationship between personal life to work conflict and the employees’ job satisfaction.
- To identify the significant relationship between work to personal life conflict and the employees’ job satisfaction.
- To investigate the significant relationship between job autonomy and the employees’ job satisfaction.
To evaluate the significant relationship between work load and employees’ job satisfaction.

1.4. Hypotheses of the Study

In light of the objectives articulated above, the following hypotheses were investigated:

- Work to personal life interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
- Personal life to work interference has a negative, medium and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
- Work overload has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
- Job autonomy has a positive, strong and statistically significant relationship with job satisfaction.

1.5. Scope of the Study

Both the theoretical aspect and empirical evidence show that the work life conflict impact has an impact on the employees’ job satisfaction. However, this research was limit to conceptualize and develops five dimensions of work life conflict (personal life to work conflict, work to personal life conflict, job autonomy and work load) and tests the relationships with the employees’ job satisfaction.

The geographic boundary was Commercial Bank of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa specifically five branches (Head office, Legehar, Mexico, Addis Ababa and Sengatera). The researcher was adopted to consider the currently data. The data was collected from the employees of CBE and the respondent was selected by using stratified sample techniques.

1.6. Significance of the Study

In addition to fulfilling the academic requirement of the researcher, the result of the study has the following benefits. Primarily, the results of this study benefits to the CBE in general; by understanding the state of work life imbalance and its effect on job satisfaction as it helps the bank to take corrective measures. This study intends to help the organizational management to straighten their attention to this highly essential and contemporary function of human resource management. With this regard, the study will have the following importance:

- The findings of this research will help bank to understand the role of work life balance practices on job satisfaction.
It will provide literature for the CBE under work life conflict. It will provide solution for bank industry work and life problems and it may give them an idea of where they are presently in terms of their work and life quality and what they should do in the future.

It will help to other researchers who want to conduct further study on the subject in the future. Further, this research study may be of interest to those exploring work life balance dimensions and theory in Ethiopian context in general, and service organizations in particular.

1.7. Limitation

It is difficult to cover entire branches just in one study. Even if the study had strong design and excellent method, it can go through from limited impact from factors such as a strong focus, being too population-specific, or the field being only conducive to incremental findings. In addition to this, the findings were not generalized for other businesses in Ethiopia. So that it requires future research which broaden the sample size to include other businesses.

1.8. Operational Definition of Key Terms

**Work life balance**: is the phenomenon of striking an ideal balance between the professional life of an individual and their personal life with all of their respective associations (Clark, 2000).

**Work to Family Interference**: is the relationships, struggles, and conflicts between workers and employers and between families and the workplace (Googins, 1991).

**Family to Work Interference**: When family responsibilities become a hindrance to perform the work effectively and factors contribute to intensify family to work interference which mainly includes family responsibilities such as child and elderly care.

**Work load**: is defined as compatibility between the work requirements and the amount of time and resources available to comply with these requirements (Rizzo et al, 1970).

**Job autonomy**: is relates to the employees’ empower feel about their work rather than simply carrying out instructions given by others.

**Job satisfaction**: is a pleasurable or positive emotional reaction to a person’s job experiences and the collection of feelings and beliefs about a current job (Jones, George & Hill, 2000).

1.9. Organization of the Study

The study was divided into five chapters in order to provide clarity and coherence on the discussion of the study. The first part of the dissertation was discussing the background, problem statement, questions and objectives and the significance and limitations.
The second chapter shall be discussing the relevance of the study in the existing literature. After the presentation of the existing related literature, the researcher shall provide a synthesis of the whole chapter in relation to the study.

The third part of the study was discussing the methods and procedures used in the study. The chapter comprised the presentation of the utilized techniques for data collection and research methodology. Similarly, it also contained a discussion on the used techniques in data analysis as well as the tools used to acquire the said data.

The fourth chapter was discussion of the results of the study. Data to be presented was statistically treated in order to uncover the relationship of the variable involved in the study. With the said data, the chapter seeks to address the statement of the problem noted in the first chapter.

The last chapter comprised three sections: the summary of the major findings, conclusions of the study, and the recommendations. With the three portions, the chapter was able to address the problem stated in the initial chapters of the study.

Reference and annex also provided in the final part of the paper.
CHAPTER TWO

REVIEW OF THE RELATED LITERATURE

This chapter focuses on the theoretical concepts, empirical studies and conceptual frameworks of the study.

2.1. Theoretical Concept

2.1.1. Conceptualizing the Work-Life Relationship

According to Lewis (2002) there has been an evolution in the way in which work and personal life are conceptualized in the scientific literature. The focus initially was, and continues to be, on the conflict between work and family.

According to Greenhaus et al. (2003) work-family balance refers to a 50/50 balance between work and family with respect to amount of time, involvement, and satisfaction. Time balance refers to spending an equal amount of time on work and family roles. Involvement balance involves being psychologically involved in work and family roles to the same extent. Satisfaction balance occurs when an individual is equally satisfied with their work and family roles (Greenhaus et al., 2003). One limitation of this approach is that not all individuals may desire a 50/50 balance between their work and family lives (Rapaport et al 2002). Also, as is the case with the concept of work family conflict, the use of the term “family” is problematic. Instead of using the term “family,” some researchers suggest that the term “personal life” should be used so that the experiences of non-married or single individuals, or childfree individuals, are considered (Burke, 2004). And also, life refers to both family (traditional family experience) and personal life (other non work aspects such as leisure time and community services) (Barnett, 1998; Reynolds, 2005).

2.1.2. Definition and Concept of Work life Balance

According to Clark (2000) Work life balance is the phenomenon of striking an ideal balance between the professional life of an individual and their personal life with all of their respective associations. The level of importance being given to this phenomenon these days is because of the harmful results brought about because of the severe lack of this phenomenon. The concept of work-life balance deals with finding the ways of balance that an individual creates between competing demands of work and home, i.e., how individuals do or should fulfill their
employment related and personal responsibilities in such a way that an overlapping situation is not created.

According to the research paper, “Is Happiness Relative?” an effective work life balance makes a person happier and more content (satisfied) (Veenhoven, 1991). This contentment leads people to maintain the level of hard work they put in their respective careers and remain satisfied. While the researcher does not suggest that working harder to achieve more milestones or the thirst to advance is harmful, through careful observations it has been revealed that in their higher ambitions to achieve more, people put forth extreme efforts which reduces the level of satisfaction they used to experience before; because their working time has increased and they have lost a health work life balance. Although work/life balance has traditionally been assumed to involve the devotion of equal amounts of time to paid work and non-work roles, more recently the concept has been recognized as more complex and has been developed to incorporate additional components. A recent study explored and measured three aspects of work/life balance (Greenhaus et al, 2003).

1) Time balance, which concerns the amount of time given to work and non-work roles.
2) Involvement balance, meaning the level of psychological involvement in, or commitment to, work and non-work roles.
3) Satisfaction balance or the level of satisfaction with work and non work roles.

2.1.2.1. Work Life Balance Programs and Practices

Work-life balance practices are deliberate organizational changes in programs or organizational culture that are designed to reduce work-life conflict and enable employees to be more effective at work and in other roles. The transition from viewing work-life balance practices solely as a means of accommodating individual employees with care giving responsibilities to recognizing their contribution to organizational performance and employee engagement is an important paradigm shift that is still very much ‘in process.’ From the very beginning it is important to understand that work-life balance does not mean to devote an equal amounts of time to paid work and non-paid roles; in its broadest sense, is defined as a satisfactory level of involvement or ‘fit’ between the multiple roles in a person’s life. Although definitions and explanations may vary, work-life balance is generally associated with equilibrium between the amount of time and effort somebody devotes to work and personal activities, in order to maintain an overall sense of harmony in life (Clarke, et al 2004).
According to Fisher (2010), many organizations have begun to offer flexible work arrangements to help employees balance work and life demands. Most organizations are left to decide how they will offer flexibility, and decisions are largely based on how they perceive such arrangements will affect their ability to be responsive to organizational needs. By creating a Flexible Work Arrangements (FWAs), organizations can keep good employees and not force them to sacrifice personal life. Flexible work arrangements will help employees benefit personally and professionally, and the result will make people who are more loyal, committed and productive (Smith, 2002).

According to Fisher (2010), the term flexible working covers flexibility in terms of the hours that are worked and the location and includes the following: Part-time, Flexi-time, Compressed working, Job sharing, Time off in lieu, Term-time working, Annual hours, Home working/telecommuting, Sabbatical/career break, and others.

Organizations can implement various work-life balance initiatives that may assist employees to better balance their work and family responsibilities, gain improvements in well-being and provide organizational benefits. There are a large variety of family friendly policies which include but are not limited to the following: flexible working hours, job sharing, part-time work, compressed work weeks, parental leave, telecommuting, on-site child care facility, (Heraty et al 2008). In addition, organizations may provide a range of benefits related to employees’ health and wellbeing, including extended health insurance for the employee and dependents, personal days, and access to programs or services to encourage fitness and physical and mental health. Still, other practices may support children’s education, employees’ participation in volunteer work, or facilitate phased retirement.

According to Gottlieb et al (1998) and Dessler (2008) the definitions of the five popular types of alternative work arrangements and additional practices can be viewed as supporting employees’ health, well-being, and work-life balance.

i. Flextime
According to Dessler (2008), flextime is a work schedule in which employees’ workdays are built around a core of mid-day hours when all workers are required to be present. The most
prevalent alternative work arrangement, flextime or flexible work hours, typically consists of flexible workday start and finish times. Most organizations that offer flextime require all employees to be on the job during a set of core hours, but allow employees more choice over their work schedules on either side of these core hours (Ridgley et al., 2005). It allows employees, to determine (or be involved in determining) the start and end times of their working day, provided a certain number of hours is worked. This can allow them to meet family or personal commitments/emergencies (enable employees to respond to both predictable and unpredictable circumstances), during the day or to reduce their commuting time by starting and ending work before or after the rush hour.

ii. Telecommuting

It is becoming more and more common for people to do at least some of their regular work from home instead of going into the office. This type of arrangement is often called 'telework' or 'telecommuting' and can be advantageous for employees by allowing them: to organize their work day around their personal and family needs; to decrease work-related expenses; to reduce commuting time; and to work in a less stressful and disruptive environment. It may also help to accommodate employees who, because of particular disabilities, are unable to leave home.

iii. Compressed Work Weeks

A compressed work week is an arrangement whereby employees work longer shifts in exchange for a reduction in the number of working days in their work cycle (e.g. on a weekly or biweekly basis). This is an arrangement whereby a standard work week is compacted into fewer than five days by extending the length of the work days. According to Dessler (2008), compressed workweek is a work schedule in which employee works fewer but longer days each week.

iv. Part-Time Work

Part-time arrangements can also allow people with health problems, disabilities or limited disposable time (e.g. students) to participate in the labor force, develop their skills and obtain work experience. According to Tarrant (2007) part-time work is a work schedule that is less than full-time but is at least half of the regularly scheduled full time workweek, or work less than 30 hours a week.
v. Job sharing

Job sharing is an arrangement which allows two (or sometimes more) employees to jointly fill one fulltime job, with responsibilities and working time shared or divided between them. It may be appropriate where opportunities for part-time jobs or other arrangements are limited. According to Perrine (2009) job sharing is an arrangement in which two people voluntarily share the responsibilities, salary, and benefits of one full-time position, each working part-time on a conventional basis.

2.1.2.2 Work-Life Policies as Strategic Human Resource Management Decisions

There are some motives for applying work-life practices by organizations: to increase participation of employees and make use of their capacities, to keep employee motivated and well performing, to make the organization more attractive to employees, to have a better corporate social responsibility. The focus has been broadened from the micro level to more macro- or strategic perspective, known as strategic human resource management. The basic promise of this perspective is that organizations that achieve congruence between their human resource practices and their strategies should enjoy superior performance (Delery and Doty, 1996). The strategic human resource management perspective emphasizes that a workforce strategy should fit an organization's business goals, culture and environmental circumstances and that human resource management practices should be interrelated and internally consistent (Dreher, 2003).

2.1.3. Definition and Concept of Work Life Conflict

Although most research focuses on family life, recent evidence (e.g., Galinsky et al. (1996)) suggest that even employees without traditional families (e.g., non-parents and single employees) experience conflict between their roles and should be included in research. Thus, rather than focusing on general work–family conflict, it seems beneficial to consider the broader aspects of both work–personal life conflict as well as personal–work life conflict. There are real costs related to work and family conflict for employees and organizations.

According to Burke (1988) Thomas & Ganster (1995), there is evidence that the conflict related to work and personal demands can lead to negative health outcomes for employees and may
decrease organizational commitment and job satisfaction, and increase burnout. Detrimental health outcomes encompass both physical health (e.g., somatic complaints, blood cholesterol) and mental well being (e.g., stress, depression, vitality/energy, and life satisfaction).

2.1.3.1. Work Life Conflict
According to Greenhaus & Beutell (1985) work/life conflict is a form of inter-role conflict in which the role that pressures from work and family domain is mutually incompatible in some respect. The working world has changed dramatically over the years. More people in the workforce are more educated; workers are left with higher expectations and about gaining fulfillment at work, and people are working longer hours. According to Stebbins (2001) points out that the employees’ responsibilities and duties are changed in the workplace and at non workplace and also the changing face of the workforce has increased the amount of research looking at how people manage the demands of both work and personal life/family.

According to Lockwood (2003) the term Work Life Conflict (WLC) used contradictory with Work Life Balance (WLB). Work life balance (WLB) is defined as a state of equilibrium in which the demands of both a person's job and personal life are equal. However, when the demand of job or personal life increases it creates an unbalance situation and resulted in work life conflict. Creating a balance with job responsibilities and family responsibilities is a dilemma for the employees and almost impossible due to turbulent work environment and fast moving economic development across the globe which resulted in demanding jobs and long working hours. Organizations were structured and employee loyalty based on the efforts to make the organization profitable. The period of industrialization served as a fore runner to the work/family conflict that intensified in the subsequent year (Duxbury & Higgins 2006).

2.1.3.2. Dimensions / Determinants of Work-Life Conflict
The origin of work-life conflict is a legitimate issue. Authors have various explanations for the determinants of this kind of conflict.

According to Fu and Shaffer (2001) distinguish between two different directions of role interference, namely family–to–work and work-to-family interference. The determinants for the first type arise from the family domain whilst work-to-family interference arises from the work domain. They suggest that the determinants are unique to the six dimensions of work family
conflict (namely, work-to-family time-, strain- and behavior-based conflict and family-to-work, time-, strain- and behavior-based conflict). They found that determinants arising from the work domain have much stronger effects and are significant contributors to time- and strain-based work-to-family conflict. Supervisor social support was found to reduce strain- and behavior-based work-to-family conflict. The only significant determinants arising from the family domain are parental demands and hours spent on household work and these are correlated with time-based conflict solely.

A. Work to Family Interference (WLI)
According to Googins (1991) the relationships, struggles, and conflicts between workers and employers and between families and the workplace grew in this era. The time to perform one task (related job or family) does not left sufficient time to take up with other task related to family (personal life) or work. When work takes priority over personal life it is Work to personal life Interference (WLI). This type of conflict is mostly seen in male employees as they are more committed toward their work responsibilities in relation to the family responsibilities. However, women are not fully exempted with this type of conflict.

B. Family to Work Interference (FIW)
When family responsibilities become a hindrance to perform the work effectively it becomes Family to Work Interference (FIW). Many factors contribute to intensify family to work interference which mainly includes family responsibilities such as child and elderly care. The conflict between work and family is now become a crisis for the organizations. With the increase in dual family parents, more job demand and long working hours made it almost impossible to create a balance between work and family.

According to Frone (2003) Hammer & Thompson (2003) Collectively, a manifestation of stress due to competing role demands, conflict is considered a bi-directional construct, in that work can interfere with family (i.e., work-to-family conflict [WFC]) and family can interfere with work (i.e., family-to-work conflict [FWC]). WFC and FWC are a reflection of the three primary stressors (i.e., causes of conflict), which serve as manifest variables according to Greenhaus & Beutell (1985, pg 77-82):
1. Time-based conflict: Time-based conflict is defined as stress resulting when “time devoted to one role makes it difficult to fulfill requirements of another role”.

2. Strain-based conflict: Strain-based conflict is defined as stress resulting when “strain produced by one role makes it difficult to fulfill requirements of another role”.

3. Behavior-based conflict: Behavior-based conflict is defined as stress resulting when “behavior required in one role makes it difficult to fulfill requirements of another role”.

Other international research on the determinants of work-life conflict includes an early study conducted by Pleck et al (1989) who concluded that certain job characteristics were strongly correlated with work-life conflict. These included the number of hours worked, irregular starting times, frequent and uncontrollable overtime work, an inflexible work schedule and physically or psychologically demanding work. Burke (1997) on the other hand, found that organizational values, associated with high performance and involvement, created an environment that can make it more difficult for employees to achieve or even wish to achieve balance in their work and life roles. Apart from the job characteristics and organizational values mentioned above, Papalexandris and Kramar (1997) stated that individual variables could also influence work-life balance. These included age, sex, qualifications, pay, professional aspirations and family status as well as attitudes, expectations and priorities assigned to the various roles by both partners. Finally, Duxbury and Higgins’ (2001) found that the greater number of roles that individuals have, the more likely that they will experience high work overload. Amongst these, married individuals with children or eldercare experienced the highest conflict.

Demands and Resource Model/Theory

As can be seen in the definition, many studies that deal with work-life conflicts make use of the demands and resources approach. Voydanoff (2005) defines demands and resources as follows, “Demands are structural or psychological claims associated with role requirements, expectations, and norms to which individuals must respond or adapt by exerting physical or mental effort. Resources are structural or psychological assets that may be used to facilitate performance, reduce demands, or generate additional resources” (Voydanoff, 2005, pg 710).

According to Bakker & Geurts (2004) in work-life conflicts the most important demands and resources come from the job and the life domain. Job demands are “physical, psychosocial, or
organizational aspects of the job that require sustained physical and/or mental effort and are, therefore, associated with certain physiological and/or psychological costs”. Job resources on the other hand, are aspects of the job that may be functional in meeting task requirements (i.e., job demands) and may thus reduce the associated costs—and at the same time stimulate personal growth and development (Bakker & Demerouti, 2007).

Bakker & Geurts, (2004) Job demands include interpersonal conflicts, job noxiousness, job insecurity, and boring work, job pressures—such as demanding work or tight deadlines, and long work hours. Job resources on the other hand, are schedule control, control over pace of work, job autonomy, decision-making latitude, job skill, social support and personal earnings (Schieman et al., 2009). As we can see from the list of possible demands and resources, it is not only characteristics at the individual level, but also organization and country level policies/characteristics that can be important in buffering or worsening work-family conflict. The availability of various family policies at the firm or country level, including leave provisions, flexible working time schemes, and a supportive working culture, may buffer some of the work-family conflict (Major et al., 2002; Stier et al, 2012).

2.1.4. Definition and Concept of Work Overload

According to Rizzo et al (1970), work overload is defined as incompatibility between the work requirements and the amount of time and resources available to comply with these requirements. Work overload occurs when an individual’s work role is characterized by too much work, time pressures, deadlines, and lack of necessary resources needed to fulfill duties, commitments, and responsibilities associated with work role (Beehr & Glazer, 2005). Work overload happens when job demands exceed the time and resources available (Frank & Gryna, 2004).

Overload occurs where multiple demands exceed resources, and may be either qualitative or quantitative. Qualitative overload refers to a situation where a task is too difficult to complete, while quantitative overload is experienced when there are too many tasks that need to be done. Most authors discuss overload in terms of the latter. A consequence of dual-career couples undertaking multiple roles is that they may become more susceptible to overload in the home and work environment. While the two sets of overload may be independent, there may also be
reciprocal relationships between them, as a combination of tensions between career and domestic demands (David et al., 2003).

According to Linda (2004) quantitative work overload occurs when an employee is assigned too great a volume of work to accomplish in a specified timeframe. It is very prevalent in our achievement oriented society and is associated with job tension, job dissatisfaction and various physical and psychological strain symptoms. Linda also described that qualitative work overload occurs when the work requires skills, abilities, and knowledge beyond what the person has. It occurs when employees feel that they lack the ability to do the job regardless of the amount of time available to them to complete the job. It may also result when performance standards are set so high as to appear unattainable. Overloading employees with unreasonable work expectations (e.g. undue pressure, impossible deadlines, and unnecessary disruptions) is a form of workplace bullying or abusive supervision. It commonly involves placing undue pressure on employees, setting impossible deadlines for the completion of work, or excessive unnecessary disruptions.

According to Derek et al. (2009) the potential costs of treating employees in this manner are considerable. For instance, overloaded employees are more likely to make mistakes, feel anger or resentment toward their employers or coworkers, experience high levels of stress, have poorer health and work-family balance, and seek employment elsewhere.

2.1.5. Sources of Conflict at Work Places

Every group or individual comes in to at least partial conflict with every other group or individual with which interacts (Gorden, 1987).

Conflict is rooted in interaction and is the result of the structural characteristics of the organization and personal traits of key employees. To understand the sources of conflict, we must take a broader look at the organization and its environment. In this section, the paper will examine seven factors that contribute to intergroup or interpersonal conflict.

2.1.5.1. Group Interdependence

Jerry and Franklin (1988:248) identified three types of group interdependence that contribute to conflict: pooled, sequential and reciprocal.
**Pooled Interdependence**: - is when various units of an organization interact only through the total organization. Interdependence exists when both the group contributes to the well being of the whole organization: conflict and ill feeling may arise.

**Sequential interdependence**: - is when one organizational group must complete its activities and work before another group can begin work on the product or project. The output of one group is the input for another, and conflict can easily occur if delays are caused or sloppy work is done by the first sequential group. For instance, in a furniture factory the cutting department must complete its work before the gluing group can put the pieces together likewise the finishing unit must wait for the gluers to complete their jobs to finish the piece.

**Reciprocal interdependence**: - exists in more complex organizations in which outputs of various groups serve as input to other key groups in the organization. The NASA space shuttle launch is a perfect example of flight crews, and engineering, computer and security departments interdependently contributing to the central launch command room for the take off. Imagine the potential conflict that could have occurred if the computer malfunctioned and delayed the launch.

### 2.1.5.2. Communication Obstacle

“The need to know about ones situation, status, prospect, company polices, contemplated changes, etc, is one of the most basic needs of employees. Lack of communication causes fear, confusion, misunderstanding and distrust” (Agarwal, 1994).

Improper communication as a result of communication barriers will lead to misunderstanding which is the manifestation of conflict among parties involved.

“When employees are organized in to separate units within the organization, communication among the units frequently becomes more difficult. This may be partially true when the units are separated geographically, as often happens in large corporations. Many conflicts in organizations probably can be attributed to the failure of the parties involved to communicate effectively with each other” (Steers, 1985)

Communication seldom succeeds in achieving full understanding among communication parties. The most important cause of distortion in communication is that people are different and everyone looks at the phenomena with his or her rose- colored glass. So individuals may perceive the same thing or event differently and, as a result, misunderstanding and conflict occurs. For example, different meaning and importance of a thing or an event for workers and management.
2.1.5.3. Informal Groups

Although informal groups provide a number of benefits for the formal organization, they create unique challenges and potential problems for management. They tend to generate conflict within the organization because they are resistant to change and the existence of rumor. Perpetuation of values and life style causes informal groups to become overly protection of their culture and therefore resist change. Informal groups have their own group norms and they are resistance to organizational changes so that they come in to conflict with the management of the organization. In informal groups the grapevine dispenses truth and rumor with equal vengeance. Ill-informed employees communicate unverified and untrue information that can create a devastating effect on employees. This can undermine moral, establish bad attitudes, and often result in deviant or even violent behavior.

2.1.5.4. Role Conflict

There are three possible role behaviors: expected role, perceived role and enacted role. Each position in the group structure has an associated role that consists of the behaviors expected of the occupant. It is a role assigned to a position and expected to be performed by the person occupies that position. Perceived role is the set of behaviors that a person in a position believes he or she should enact. But perception can, in some instances, be distorted or inaccurate. The enacted role on the other hand, is the behavior that a person actually carries out (Gorden, 1987). Differences in these three role types can arise conflict between groups and individuals. For instance, in any formal organization each position has its own responsibility assigned, i.e., expected to be performed by the occupant of the position. But, since perception is sometimes inaccurate, the occupant may look at the expected role inaccurately and act or carries out the role accordingly. When the enacted role inaccurately and act or carries out the role accordingly. When the enacted role deviates too much from the expected role, conflict between the parties involved may arise.

Furthermore, through membership in different groups, individuals perform multiple roles. These multiple roles result in a number of expected role behavior when they are not compatible, the individual experiences role conflict. For instance, in a formal organization, when informal groups evolve gradually with goals not consistent with those of the formal organization, it can cause a great deal of inter role conflict for the group members (Mitchell and Larson, 1987). Employees desire to fulfill the requirements and services of both the formal group and
management but what is good for and desired by informal group satisfaction may lead to members away from formal organizational objectives. Finally, they end up coming to conflict either with the group or the formal organization management.

2.1.5.5. Departmentalization and Specialization

**Departmentalization**

When the organization is departmentalized or divided into sub units, the sub units often develop dissimilar goals. A goal of a production unit may include narrow product lines to keep production costs at a manageable level and increase productivity while the marketing department desires broad product lines to offer ore variety to customers. Because of the different goals of these two groups, conflict can result when they interact (Terry and Franklin, 1991).

The other problem that could arise as a result of departmentalization is associated with scarcity of resources. When different units rely on a common source of resource that is insufficient to supply all the demands, competition is likely to occur. It is common in organizations to find that the budget requests made by separate units exceed the total resources available for allocation when added together. What often occurs in limited resources situation is a win-lose competition that easily can result in a dysfunctional conflict (steers, 1985).

**Specialization**

Conflicts between staff specialists and line generalists are probably the most common types of inter group conflict. With the growing necessity for technical expertise in all areas of organizations, staff roles can be expected to expand, and line-staff conflict can be expected to increase. Ivancevich (1990) mentioned the main factors that generate conflict between specialists and line managers that are perceived diminution of line authority, social and physical differences and line dependence on staff knowledge. As the author stated:

“Line managers fear that specialists will encroach on their jobs and there by diminish their authority and power. As a result specialists often complain that line executives do not make proper use of staff specialist and do not give staff members’ sufficient authority often major differences exist between line managers and staff specialists with respect to age, education, dress and attitudes. In many cases staff specialists are younger than line managers and have higher educational levels or training in a specialized field.’

Furthermore, as far as dependency of line on staff knowledge is concerned, the same author specifies that line generalists often do not have the technical knowledge necessary to manage their departments; they are dependent on the specialists. The resulting gap between knowledge
and authority may be even greater when the staff specialist is lower in the organizational hierarchy than the manager, which is often the case. As a result, staff members often complain that line managers resist new ideas.

2.1.5.6. Personal Characteristics of Key-Employees

According to Steers (1985) personal traits of key employees also are important in producing conflict. People differ with respect to how aggressively they pursue their units or their own best interest. Managers with higher needs for power and dominance may find themselves in conflict with other managers more frequently than those with lower needs. People also differ with respect to their communication skills. The inability to articulate a position clearly to others may enhance the chances that motives and goals will be viewed with suspicion. As a result, the type of people in organizations partially determines the existence of conflict between individuals and groups.

2.1.5.7. Functional Consequences of Conflict

No one would question that conflict is sometimes very destructive in organizations. However managers increasingly are beginning to recognize that positive outcomes are a frequent result of conflict. Several positive outcomes of conflict can be cited (Steers, 1985). Conflicts between divergent views in the organization often result in higher quality decisions of favored position of a group to be questioned. If a favored position of a group is to be questioned, this leads to intensive discussion and deep search so that superior decisions are made. Superior decisions often result when multiple alternatives are available and initially favored alternatives are reexamined in light of new evidence. For example, it was found that problem solving groups composed of members with conflicting groups of view generated significantly higher quality solution than did problem solving groups composed of members who all had essentially the same point of view (Mitchell and Larson, 1987).

Conflict among groups often increases their cohesiveness and strengthens them. Members of groups in conflict often increase their identification and loyalty to the group. In a new classic study (Mitchell and Larson, 1987) notes that when groups come in to conflict, members become more loyal to their respective groups and identify with their groups more strongly; as a result, each becomes more cohesive.

Conflict may make life more interesting in organizations. Disagreements and divergent viewpoints stimulate and arouse organizational members. Conflict also provides the opportunity to test ideas and assess performance.
Conflict can highlight important problems in organization. Disagreements between groups may bring problems to the surface and may lead to changes that improve over all organizational functioning. Conflict also can lead to the design of methods for resolving conflicts in the future.

2.1.5.8. Dysfunctional Consequences of Conflict
Conflict can have positive outcomes in organizations, but it would be wrong to dwell too heavily on its functional aspects because often it has dysfunctional consequences. According to Steers (1985), conflicts between groups or individuals can hinder cooperation and coordination of activities. Furthermore, Bass (1965) mentioned that conflict is likely to reduce overall organizational effectiveness because dysfunctional conflict retard creativity, increase frustration, decrease satisfaction with work and with the organization as a whole. In addition, according to Ivancevich (1990), dysfunctional conflict can be seen in to two perspectives: when the level of conflict is too low or too high. Two of them have different impacts on organizational performance. As the author stated:

“When the conflict level is too low, performance can suffer. Innovation and change are less likely to take place and the organization may have difficulty adapting to its changing environment. If a low-level conflict continues, the very survival of the organization can be threatened. On the other hand, if the conflict level becomes too high the resulting chaos also can threaten the organizations survival” (Ivancevich, 1990).

Furthermore, he explained that too much conflict could have negative consequences because it requires time and resources to deal with it and invert energy that could more constructively be applied elsewhere (Ivancevich, 1990).

2.1.6. Definition and Concept of Job Satisfaction
Organizations are striving for better performance to compete with their competitors. For this reason they are trying to retain their valued employees and are considering the issues relating to work and life. To take care of their employees organizations are facilitating the employee even at work to maximize the level of job satisfaction and to reduce turnover rate. Improving the quality of work life balance facilities not only helps in improving the productivity but also helps in increasing employee loyalty and job satisfaction. Researching literature, a variety of very similar definitions describing job satisfaction has been found. The most popular is the one by Loche (1976), which describes job satisfaction as a pleasurable or positive emotional reaction to a person’s job experiences. Job satisfaction can be defined as the collection of feelings and beliefs
about a current job according to Jones, George, & Hill (2000), as a positive attitude that is believed leads to high performance Daft & Marcic (2001), or as a reflection of an employee’s feelings about various aspects of work (Stone, 2005). Observing job satisfaction, it is very important to note two different expressions which are equally used in literature, i.e. job satisfaction regarding solely the task itself or the crucial activity of one’s regular work, and job satisfaction in general which includes a range of different elements, such as satisfaction with pay, co-workers, supervision or working conditions.

According to Spector (1997) job satisfaction can better be understood as the degree to which people like their jobs. According to him, factors affecting job satisfaction can classified into two major categories. The first category, the job environment, includes factors such as how people are treated, the nature of job tasks, administrative requirements, job autonomy, workload, work/private life conflict, community (customers) satisfaction and rewards (pay). The second category includes characteristics of the individual, personality, and experience. Being satisfied with the work place is one of the most important constituents of organizational behavior reflected from the employee’s side. Generally, job satisfaction describes how content (happy) employees are with their current job. One of the primary independent variables in this study is employees’ satisfaction with work life. Essentially, job satisfaction is of great importance to organizations as a whole, but the conception is complex and difficult and as a result has not been explored in depth in the research. Job satisfaction depends on many factors like work environment, compensation packages, job autonomy and supervisor support but the researcher’s goal will be to study the effect of factors associated with work life conflict on job satisfaction.

2.1.7. The Relationship between Work/Life Conflict and Life Satisfaction

Allen et al. (2000) note that work/life conflict has “dysfunctional and socially costly effects on individual work life, home life and general well-being and health”. As previously discussed, by definition, life satisfaction is a cognitive, global evaluation of an individual’s life as a whole (Pavot & Diener, 1993). Therefore, the relationship between work/life conflict and life satisfaction has received a considerable amount of attention in the research literature. Not only is life satisfaction considered the non-work variable most associated with work/life conflict, it is also the one most strongly statistically related to work/life conflict (Allen et al., 2000). With the exception of two studies in the early 1980s that is Beutell & Greenhaus (1982), Cooke &
Rousseau (1984), individuals who report increasingly higher levels of work/life conflict also report lower levels of overall life satisfaction.

2.1.8. The Relationship between Work Life Conflict and Job Satisfaction

2.1.8.1. Relationship between Job Satisfaction and Work to Private Life Interference

An employee faces different family problems along with their job responsibilities. The child care or elderly care responsibilities sometimes interfere in the job and create a situation of family to work interference. Work life balance is a major component of employee’s job satisfaction (Ezra & Deckman, 1996). Long working hours and priority of work role expectation over family role increase the employee’s family to work interference (Beauregard, 2006). The use of family friendly policies such as flexible time and onsite childcare appears to help employees particularly working mothers, who have dual demand of better work and family life (Ezra & Deckman, 1996).

According to Nadeem and Abbas (2009) found that job satisfaction is significantly negatively correlated with work to life interference. Adams et al (1996) revealed that when work interfered with life, it reduced the satisfaction from job and from life as a whole. Employees having multiples roles of childcare and job responsibilities, reduces job satisfaction and increases the family to work interference (Evandrou and Glaser; 2004). It is also found that work domain variables such as long working hours, supervisor support, and organizational policies had a significant effect on life to work interference (Beauregard, 2006).

2.1.8.2. Relationship between Job Satisfaction and Private Life to Work Interference

Increase in working hours increases the workload, which negatively affects the job satisfaction of the employees. Duxbury and Higgins (2001) revealed in their research that increases in work overload leads to work to family interference, which leads to less organizational commitment and decreases job satisfaction. Cabrita and Perista (2006), and Fu and Shaffer (2001) found a direct relationship between numbers of hours spent in work activities and work life conflict.
Nadeem and Abbas (2009) found that job satisfaction is significantly negatively correlated with family to work interference.

Accordingly, as it is stated above, that the two aspects of work life conflict; family to work interference and work to family interference are negatively correlated with job satisfaction. In line with, job satisfaction is found to be negatively correlated with work to family interference. Burke and Green (1999) found that the employees are more satisfied and committed to their job if organizations are supportive of work life balance. It is also found from the previous research that organizational values supporting work-life balance have important work and personal consequences for men as well as women. Such organizational values were present, managerial and professional men and women reported greater job satisfaction and family satisfaction, generally higher life satisfaction and more positive emotional and physical wellbeing (Burke & Green, 1999; Jayaweera, 2005; Perrewe et al (1999). Thus, jobs related responsibilities became a hindrance in performing household responsibilities; this tussle resulted in the job dissatisfaction. Satisfaction with the HR practices, such as family friendly policies reduced the interference of work in the family and thus increases job satisfaction (Kinnie et al. 2005).

2.1.8.3. The Relationship between Work Overload and Job Satisfaction

In this section, some studies related to work overload and job satisfaction are evaluated chronologically, starting from the earlier studies. Several Studies have tried to determine the link between work overload and job satisfaction.

According to Vinokur-Kaplan (1991), organizational factors such as work overload and working conditions were negatively related with job satisfaction. Gryna (2004) also stated that work overload is one of the several factors that have an impact on job satisfaction. Work overload is negatively associated with job satisfaction according to Rita and Stephanie (2008).

There is significant negative relationship between work-overload and job satisfaction (Nufar et al., 2009). As described by Nurit et al. (2008), dissatisfaction at work is caused by burnout, work overload and poor health. Further, work overload is insignificantly positively correlated with job satisfaction (Nadeem & Abbas, 2009). An organization’s performance and outcome depends on the employees’ performance. In turn, the satisfied employees perform more and more. Based on
this scenario, Saira et al (2013) revealed that the work overload and employee performance are positively correlated, and it has very weak relationship with employees’ performance.

A study conducted by Ahmed et al. (2011), examined the relationship between work overload and job involvement with the two dimensions of work-family conflict [work interference with family and family interference with work]. Results of the study indicated that work overload was positively related to both work interference with family and family interference with work. On the other hand, job involvement was found to have no significant impact on the two forms of work-family conflict.

2.1.8.4. Relationship between Job Autonomy and Job Satisfaction

Fewer studies exists that examine the relationship between job satisfaction and job autonomy, Job autonomy emerged as having a strong and clear correlation with job satisfaction, more autonomy in a job leads to higher job satisfaction among employees (Cabrita and Perista 2006). According to Nadeem & Abbas (2009) Gronlund (2007) job autonomy is found to be a strong predictor of job satisfaction, jobs with high demands and high control, experience less job satisfaction. Kim (2001) also concluded in the research that autonomy has a significant positive effect on job satisfaction, her research further added that the higher the degree to which the job provides substantial freedom, independence and discretion of the worker in scheduling the work and determining the procedures to be used in carrying out, the higher the level of the worker’s job satisfaction.

2.2. Empirical Review

In a most recent study conducted in our country Ethiopia by Mulu Miesho (2012) on the relationship between works overload and job satisfaction in public service organizations, and Work to personal life Interference found that statistically significant relationship was found between facets of job satisfaction (pay, working conditions, policy and administration, supervision, opportunity for advancement, recognition, the work itself, co-workers and responsibility) and job satisfaction; and these facets of job satisfaction could significantly explain the variation in job satisfaction. Moreover, work overload and job satisfaction found to be inversely and significantly related. Work overload also statistically and negatively predicts the variation in job satisfaction. In this case, my intention is, in addition to work overload, to know direct effects of the remaining three variables of work life conflict, via, work to life interference,
life to work interference, and job autonomy on job satisfaction of employees in the banking sector.

Moreover, (Nadeem & Abbas, 2009) attempted to investigate the relationship between work life conflict and job satisfaction on both male and female employees in Pakistan. They conducted the relationship of work life conflict (as an independent variable) in five dimensions viz. work to family interference, family to work interference, work overload, job stress and job autonomy and job satisfaction (as a dependent variable). The source of data for this study was primary data acquired through questionnaire and personal interviews from the employees at three different management levels (top, middle and lower level management). The data for the research obtained from respondents of one public sector organization and one private sector organization. The study used close-ended questionnaire and personal interviews for collecting from a total 200 respondents, among the two organizations selected, 162 questionnaires were returned. The response rate was 81%. Finally, sample size of 157 managers was used for the final analysis as 5 questionnaires were rejected as they do not provide the sufficient information to conduct the analysis. They found that job satisfaction is significantly negatively correlated with work to family interference and family to work interference.

However, the correlation of workload is positive and insignificant which shows that workload does not affect the job satisfaction of the employees in Pakistan. Job autonomy emerged as having a strong and clear correlation with job satisfaction, more autonomy in a job leads to higher job satisfaction among employees. Although the study was conducted on service sector employees including both male and female, it was delimited to the managers. Further, Perrewe et al (1999) investigated the relationship between work/life conflict and job and work satisfaction. It was hypothesized that work/family conflict would be negatively related to job and life satisfaction. Participants included 267 hotel managers, all of whom completed a series of questionnaires assessing work/life conflict, value attainment, job satisfaction, and life satisfaction. Results suggested that work/life conflict is negatively related to job and life satisfaction. In general, it can be concluded that even though there have been studies on the relationship between work life conflict and job satisfaction in developed and some developing nations, as per the knowledge of the researcher. In this context, the purpose of this study will be to investigate the impacts of work life conflict on job satisfaction of employees in the Commercial bank of Ethiopian context in general, in Addis Ababa in particular.
2.3. Conceptual Framework

There has been little attempt to model the relationships between work/family conflict, work/family enrichment, and relevant predictor and outcome variables. While the extant literature has explored models addressing work/family conflict dimensions separately, little is known about how these variables fit together as part of a more comprehensive model. By creating a model of work/family imbalance, relevant variables can be explored in greater detail. The following model of work/life imbalance (see Figure 2.1) expected to be tested in the current study.

![Figure 2.1, Theoretical framework of the effect of work life conflict on job satisfaction](image)

Source: Self-extracted from review of literature
CHAPTER THREE
RESEARCH METHODOLOGY

This chapter deals about the types of research design and approaches used, sampling design, the data collection methods and methods of analysis.

3.1. Research Design and Approach
This study used descriptive study design to explain, understand and predict the cause and effect relationship between variables that is work life conflict dimensions as independent variables and job satisfaction a dependent variable. This study was employ quantitative research approach. Quantitative research involves counting and measuring of events and performing the statistical analysis of a body of numerical data. The strengths of the quantitative method include: stating the research problem in very specific and set terms, clearly and precisely specifying both the independent and the dependent variables under investigation, following firmly the original set of research goals, arriving at more objective conclusions, testing hypothesis, determining the issues of causality, achieving high levels of reliability of gathered data due to controlled observations, laboratory experiments, mass surveys, or other form of research manipulations, eliminating or minimizing subjectivity of judgment and allowing for longitudinal measures of subsequent performance of research subjects (Cassell & Symon, 1994).

For the purpose of this study a quantitative approach of doing research employed because, quantitative research answers questions through a controlled deductive process, allowing for the collection of numerical data, the prediction, the measurement of variables, and the use of statistical procedures to analyze and develop inferences from that data.

3.2. Sampling Design

- Target Population
According to Hair et al. (2010), target population is said to be a specified group of people or object for which questions can be asked or observed made to develop required data structures and information. Therefore, for this study, the target populations were employees from five CBE branches in Addis Ababa (Head office, Legehar, Mexico, Addis Ababa and Sengatera).
- **Sample and Sampling Techniques**
  - For the purpose of this study five branches selected by purposive sampling technique.
  - The respondent employees from each branch were selected by using simple random sampling technique.

### 3.2.3. Sample Size

The sample size was determined using a formula of estimating a single population proportion for cross sectional study by the recommendation of (Yamanie, 1967) and formula by Cochran (1963).

\[
n = \left( \frac{Z_{\alpha/2}}{d} \right)^2 \frac{P(1-P)}{d^2}
\]

Where:
- \(Z= 1.96\), the confidence limits of the survey result (value of \(Z\) at \(\alpha/2\) or critical value for normal distribution at 95% confidence interval).
- \(P= 0.5\), the proportion of employees’
- \(d= 0.05\), the desired precision of the estimate
- \(n=\) the total sample size.

Based on this formula the calculated sample size was 422 and distributed proportionally to the selected branches as shown in the table 3.1 below.

**Table 3.1. Population and Sample Size of the Study**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>S. No</th>
<th>Selected Branches</th>
<th>Number of Employees of Each</th>
<th>Sample Size</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>Head office</td>
<td>395</td>
<td>135</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>Legehar</td>
<td>247</td>
<td>84</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>Mexico</td>
<td>259</td>
<td>89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Addis Ababa</td>
<td>136</td>
<td>46</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>Sengatera</td>
<td>197</td>
<td>68</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td></td>
<td>1234</td>
<td>422</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

### 3.3. Data Source and Type

According to Kothari (1990) the task of data collection begins after a research problem was defined and research design/plan chalked out. While deciding about the method of data collection will be used for the study, the researcher should keep in mind two types of data viz.,
primary and secondary. The data source types used in this study was both primary and secondary sources.

### 3.4. Data Collection Method

In this study the questionnaire used as the data collection method for the primary data source. Naresh (2004) describes a questionnaire as a booklet of structured, standardized procedure, pre-coded and containing open ended questions at times that was used to collect information from the respondents who record their own answers. In order to realize the target, the researcher engaged in well-designed questionnaire as the best instrument for the collection of primary data. This questionnaire was completed by the employees of selected banks in Addis Ababa. For the purpose of this study, a quantitative methodology involving a close ended questionnaire used as the measuring instrument because it is helpful for the researcher to reach respondent in less cost and less time. It provides an opportunity to respondents to express their feelings freely. The layout of the questionnaire was very simple to encourage participation of the respondents meaningfully.

The main reason for appearance and layout of questionnaire is to encourage respondent to complete the questionnaire so, in this study the questions was kept as concise as possible with the actual wording and phrasing of the questions. The questionnaires included dichotomous, multiple-choice response and scaled-response. Moreover, the variables were attitudinal and measured using Likert scale with five response categories (strongly disagrees, disagree, neutral, agree, and strongly agree).

### 3.5. Data Collection Tools / Instrument

The data collection instrument used was questionnaire having three parts. These are: - Background Information (BIQ), Work Life Conflict Questionnaire (WLCQ) and Job Satisfaction Questionnaire (JSQ) structured questionnaire by Annam and Muhammad, (2013).

The background information of respondents relevant to the study used to furnish information with regard to their sex, age, marital status, educational level, ownership structure, occupation, work experience and type of work.

The second part of the questionnaire used to measure the banks’ work life conflict by using a five – point Likert response scale developed by (Frone, M. Russell & M. L. Cooper., 1992 &
Voydanoff, P., 2004) which includes strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4) and strongly agree (5).

The third part of the questionnaire used to measure job satisfaction level by using a five–point Likert response scale developed by (Frone, et al, 1992 & Voydanoff, P., 2004) includes strongly disagree (1), disagree (2), neutral (3), agree (4) and strongly agree (5).

3.6. Data Collection Procedure

Stage 1: Permission to proceed

In the first stage obtaining consent from the relevant authorities and individuals in the bank branches in which the study is to be carried out.

Secondly in the data collection logistics select who was collected what, when and with what resources. The quality of the collected data controlled by preparing a field work manual, selecting the research assistants, training research assistants, supervision and check for completeness and accuracy. Finally the data managed by number questionnaires and storing data and the place where it stored.

3.7. Data Processing and Analysis

3.7.1. Data Processing

In this activity data was processed and the processing procedure had two consecutive phases: First data cleanup in which the collected raw data edited to detect errors and omissions in response and for checking that the questions are answered accurately and uniformly. The next phase was coding which involves assigning numbers or other symbols to answers so that responses can be grouped into limited number of classes and categories. Data having the common characteristics were placed together and the data was summarized in tabulation and displayed for further analysis.

3.7.2. Data Analysis

Statistical Package for Social Science (SPSS) software for version 20 was employed to analyze and present the data through the statistical tools used for this study, namely inferential statistics, correlation and multiple regression analysis.

According to Sekaran (2000:401), “inferential statistics allow researchers to infer from the data through analysis the relationship between two variables; differences in a variable among
different subgroups; and how several independent variables might explain the variance in a
dependent variable.” The following inferential statistical methods used on this research.
Cohen and Swerdlik (2002) posit that the Pearson Product Moment Correlation Coefficient is a
widely used statistical method for obtaining an index of the relationships between two variables
when the relationships between the variables is linear and when the two variables correlated are
continuous. To ascertain whether a statistically significant relationship exists between work life
conflicts (imbalance) dimensions (work to personal life interference, personal life to work
interference, work overload and job autonomy) and job satisfaction the Product Moment
Correlation Coefficient used.
According to (McDanail and Gates, 2006), correlation coefficient can range from -1.00 to +1.00.
The value of -1.00 represents a perfect negative correlation. While a value of +1.00 represents a
perfect positive correlation. A value of 0.00 correlations represents no relationship.

3.8. 3.4. Reliability
The reliability of a scale indicates how free a certain scale from random error is. In order to
check the reliability of the test the method Cronbach’s Alpha is used. A test is considered
reliable if the same results appear repeatedly. The coefficient is mathematically equivalent of all
possible split-half estimates of a sample. If the measure is higher than 0.7 the scale is reliable
(Nunnally, 1994). In this study the coefficient calculation is based on all questions constructed
with Likert scale. The result on SPSS is shown below:

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Variable</th>
<th>Reliability</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Personal life to work experience</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work to personal interference</td>
<td>0.88</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work load</td>
<td>0.80</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job Autonomy</td>
<td>0.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Employees Job Satisfaction</td>
<td>0.86</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

According to the theory, the scale which is used is reliable because the Cronbach’s Alpha
coefficient is higher than 0.7.
3.9. Ethical Consideration

The participants were approached at their work place. They were voluntary in order to have honest answer. They were briefed about the nature of study being carried out. Participants were assured that their responses would remain confidential.
CHAPTER FOUR
DATA ANALYSIS, DISCUSSION AND INTERPRETATION

This chapter deals about data analysis, discussion and interpretation of the data collected for the study.

4.1. Participation Rate

Among the distributed 422 questionnaire 410 was properly filled and returned with the return rate of 97.16%. Hence the analysis of this research is done based on the 97.16% (410) response rate result.

4.2 Demographic Data of the Respondents

Table 4.1. Background of the respondents

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Item</th>
<th>Alternatives</th>
<th>Frequency</th>
<th>Percent</th>
<th>Cumulative Percent</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1. Years stayed in the bank</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>below 5 years</td>
<td>117</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td>28.5</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5-10 years</td>
<td>219</td>
<td>53.4</td>
<td>82.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11-15 years</td>
<td>53</td>
<td>12.9</td>
<td>94.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16 years above</td>
<td>21</td>
<td>5.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2. Educational qualification</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 10 completed</td>
<td>57</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td>13.9</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Grade 12 completed</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>3.2</td>
<td>17.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Certificate</td>
<td>9</td>
<td>2.2</td>
<td>64.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>college diploma</td>
<td>138</td>
<td>33.7</td>
<td>97.8</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>first degree</td>
<td>193</td>
<td>47.1</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3. Job Title</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Managerial</td>
<td>58</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td>14.1</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Non managerial</td>
<td>352</td>
<td>85.9</td>
<td>100.0</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Own Survey, (2017)

As can be seen on item 1 of table 4.1, 53.4% of the respondents are stayed in the bank for 5 to 10 years, 28.5% of them for less than 5 years, 12.9% of them for 11 to 15 years and the rest 5.1% of them for more than 16 year. Based on the data the majority that is 71.5% of the respondents are stayed or worked in the bank for more than five years and above. This implies that the respondent employees have the capacity to evaluate work life conflict of the bank.

On the item 2 of the same table the qualification of the respondents shows that 13.9%, 3.2%, 2.2%, 33.7% and 47.1% of the respondents are grade 10 completed, grade 12 completed, certificate, college diploma and first degree holder. The data indicates that the majority that is 80.8% of the respondents are graduated from higher institution. This implies that the respondent
can easily understand the ideas in the questionnaire to properly evaluate the work life conflict in their bank.

On the item 3 of the same table the job title of the respondents indicate that the majority that is 85.9% of the respondents are non managerial and the rest 14.1% of them are managerial. This helps the study to get reliable data from both sides of the employees.

4.3. Description the Extent of Work life and Job Satisfaction

Table 4.2. Work to Family Conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work to Family Conflict</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>After work, I come home too tired to do some of the things I’d like to do.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>On the job I have so much work to do that it takes away from my personal interests.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>.86</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My family/friends dislike how often I am preoccupied with my work while I am at home.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>3.51</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My work takes up time that I’d like to spend with family/friends.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.41</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My job or career interferes with my responsibilities at home, such as cooking, cleaning, repairs, shopping, paying the bills and child care.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.05</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My job or career keeps me from spending the amount of time I would like to spend with my family.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Owen Survey, 2017

As it can be seen on the table 4.2 for the statements that indicate the respondents degree of agreement for the work to family conflict mean result indicates the maximum 3.51 and the minimum 2.19. The average mean and standard deviation result was 2.44 and 0.96 respectively. This implies that the majority of the respondents didn’t agree for the statements that describe the work to family conflict.
Table 4.3. Family to Work Conflict

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Family to Work Conflict</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am often too tired at work because of the things I have to do at home.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My personal demands are so great that it takes away from my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My superiors and peers dislike how often I am preoccupied with my personal life while at work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.27</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My personal life takes up time that I’d like to spend at.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.20</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My home life interfere with my responsibilities at work, such as getting to work on time, accomplishing daily tasks, or working overtime.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.43</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My home life keeps me from spending the amount of time I would like to spend on job or career related activities.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>6</td>
<td>2.25</td>
<td>1.03</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Owen Survey, 2017

On the table 4.3 the average mean result of the respondents degree of agreement s for the statements describe the family to work conflict was 2.28. Based on the standard result the majority of the degree of agreement dispersed on didn’t for the statements. This implies that the respondent’s family or personal life factors influenced their job satisfaction.
Table 4.4. Job Autonomy

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Autonomy</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Min</th>
<th>Max</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I gain personal accomplishment through my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I have the tools and resources to do my job well.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I could clearly define quality goals in my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.92</td>
<td>1.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My skills and abilities are put into good use in my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.91</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The company does an excellent job in keeping employees informed about matters affecting us.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.010</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the information given by the management on what is going on in my division.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel safe sharing my plans, programs and policies with my management.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>My manager is committed to finding win-win solutions to problems at work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Owen Survey, 2017

On the table 4.4 for the mean average result statements that describe the job autonomy was 1.74. this implies that the employees didn’t gaining personal accomplishment through the work, having the tools and resources to do the job well, clearly define quality goals in my work, skills and abilities are put into good use in the work, keeping employees informed about matters affecting the employees, on the information given by the management on what is going on in the division on the sharing the plans, programs and policies with the management and on the manager commitment to finding win-win solutions to problems at work.

Table. 4.5. Work Load

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Work Load</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Dev</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>The workload is shared fairly.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The amount of work I am given to do is reasonable.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.013</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The level of responsibility I am given is reasonable.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>There is sufficient time to provide the type of care I would like to.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Staffing levels are adequate for the workload.</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.38</td>
<td>.96</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Owen Survey, 2017
As can be seen on the table 4.5, the mean average of the respondent degree of agreement was 2.15. Based on the data the majority of the respondents didn’t agree for the statements. This implies that the bank didn’t shared the workload fairly, reasonably, logically giving the level of responsibility given, sufficient time to provide the type of care the employees like and adequate staffing levels for the workload.

**Table 4.6. Job Satisfaction**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
<th>N</th>
<th>Minimum</th>
<th>Maximum</th>
<th>Mean</th>
<th>Std. Deviation</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>I am often bored with my job.</td>
<td>406</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.98</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am fairly well satisfied with my present job.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.40</td>
<td>.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with my job for the time being.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>.93</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Most of the day, I am enthusiastic about my job.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.26</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I like my job better than the average worker does.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.19</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I find real enjoyment in my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.42</td>
<td>1.10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>This is a really good place to work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.24</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>The team spirit (or morale) in this work environment is good.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.14</td>
<td>.95</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I am really happy with my job.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>.99</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am very committed to working here and I see myself staying here for a long term career.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.91</td>
<td>1.04</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I feel proud to work here.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.29</td>
<td>.89</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Overall, I am satisfied with my current job.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.44</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the time to complete my work.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.09</td>
<td>1.15</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the amount of work I have to do.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.21</td>
<td>.94</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with the variation of work tasks.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.28</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with my working conditions.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>2.08</td>
<td>.97</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with my work times.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1.93</td>
<td>1.01</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with my supervisor.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.13</td>
<td>1.11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>I am satisfied with my colleagues.</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>2.22</td>
<td>1.17</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Owen Survey, 2017

Table 4.6 shows that average mean and standard deviation of the employees satisfaction related statements was 2.2 and 1.0 respectively. This implies the employees didn’t satisfied with the job for the time being, with the day enthusiastic about the job, with find real enjoyment in my work, with team spirit (or morale) in this work environment is good, with the time to complete my work, with the amount of work I have to do with the variation of work tasks, working conditions
and time times, supervisor and colleagues and they didn’t committed to working and staying here for a long term career, feel proud to work here.

4.4. The Relationship between Work life Conflict and Employees Job Satisfaction

On this study, Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient was used to determine the following relationships.

- The relationship between work to personal life interference and job satisfaction
- The relationship between personal life to work interference and job satisfaction
- The relationships between work overload and job satisfaction
- The relationship between job autonomy and job satisfaction

So as to determine whether there are significant relationships between the dimensions of work life conflict and job satisfaction, Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation was computed. Hence, Table 4.7 below presents the results of Pearson correlation on the relationship between work life conflict dimensions and job satisfaction.

**Table 4.7. The relationship between work life conflict dimensions and job Satisfaction of employees; Correlations**

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Work to Family</th>
<th>Work Load</th>
<th>Family to Work Conflict</th>
<th>Job Autonomy</th>
<th>Job Satisfaction</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work to Family</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation: -523**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.494**</td>
<td>-.319**</td>
<td>.574**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed): .000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N: 410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Work Load</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation: -.523**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.573**</td>
<td>.333**</td>
<td>-.616**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed): .000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N: 410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Family to Work Conflict</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation: -.494**</td>
<td>.573**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>.376**</td>
<td>-.637**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed): .000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N: 410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Autonomy</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation: -.319**</td>
<td>.333**</td>
<td>.376**</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>-.460**</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed): .000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N: 410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Job Satisfaction</strong></td>
<td>Pearson Correlation: .574**</td>
<td>-.616**</td>
<td>-.637**</td>
<td>-.460**</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Sig. (2-tailed): .000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>N: 410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
<td>410</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source: Own Survey, (2017)

**. Correlation is significant at the 0.01 level (2-tailed).
Table 5.2 above demonstrates the results of Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation on the relationship between work life conflict dimensions (Personal life to work interference, work to personal life interference, work over load and job autonym) and job satisfaction for the sample respondents. It shows that, the correlation coefficients for the relationship between work-life conflict dimensions and job satisfaction are linear, and positive and negative ranging from low to medium correlation coefficients. The results in table 4.7 indicate that, there is negative and significant relationship between work to life interference and job satisfaction (r = -0.637, p < 0.01), private life to work interference and job satisfaction (r = -0.460, P < 0.01), work overload and job satisfaction (r = -0.616, P <0.01).

Unlike three work life conflict dimensions (work to personal life interference, work overload and personal life to work interference), job autonomy has a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction(r = 0.574, p < 0.01). The finding on table 4.2 above further indicates that the highest relationship is found between work to personal life interference and job satisfaction. Hypothesis testing is based on Pearson correlation coefficients r and P-value to test whether the hypotheses are rejected or not.

The finding of the statistical analysis in relation to the previous research and literature. According to table 4.7, the correlation result (r = -0.637, p < 0.01) shows that work to personal life interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction. Correlation analysis indicates that, there is a moderately strong, though statistically significant, relationship between works to personal life interference with job satisfaction. The result in this study was in line with previous studies of [(Nadeem and Abbas (2009); Cabrita and Perista (2006); Jayaweera (2005); Janasz and Behson (2007); Perrewe et al (1999) and Ezra and Deckman 1996) who stated work to personal life interference was negatively associated with levels of job satisfaction. Current study shows that low level of work to personal life conflict more likely result higher level of job satisfaction. This indicates that the employees remain loyal to their organization, even if that job demands and practices produce work to personal life interference, and thus, they do not have negative feelings about the job as the cause of work to private life interference.

As table 4.7 indicates, (r = -0.460, P < 0.01, at 99% confidence) personal life to work interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction. This study also confirms with the study of [(Nadeem and Abbas (2009); Perrewe et al (1999); Beauregard (2006) and Ezra and Deckman (1996)] who stated that personal life to work interference/conflict and job
satisfaction are negatively correlated. This shows that if employees are not feeling burden from the family works as well as personal life interests so their overall satisfaction towards job is not being affected. Thus, an employee faces different non-working time problems along with their job responsibilities which decrease job satisfaction. Success at work requires that organizations must maintain the ways that minimize the interference of personal life with job of their employees. In this context, employees’ part of the employment contract could be to arrive at work every scheduled workday, on time, and ready to focus on their work.

Further, correlation result ($r = -0.616$, $P < 0.01$, at 99% confidence) in table 4.7 shows that work overload has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction. This study supported by findings of [(Mulu Miesho (2012); Nufar et al (2009); Nurit et al. (2008); Rita and Stephanie (2008); Duxbury and Higgins (2001); and Vinokur-Kaplan (1991)] who indicated that work overload is negatively correlated with job satisfaction. However, current study is not free from inconsistency with the previous research. Therefore, this study is inconsistent with studies of Nadeem and Abbas(2009), who revealed that positive and insignificant relationship exists between job satisfaction and workload, and Saira et al (2013), who revealed that the work overload and employee performance (here employee performance as a predictor of job satisfaction) are positively correlated. They pointed out that people who work more hours are more satisfied in their work. Consequently, they also pointed out in the research that income mediates the relationship between workload and job satisfaction as higher income is positively correlated with longer working hours.

Contrarily, according to current study finding supports that work life balance and personal happiness do not necessarily depend on earning more money and being successful at work or in business. Rather, other things can have a much bigger impact on employees’ well-being. Finally, table 4.7 indicates that job autonomy ($r = 0.574$, $P < 0.01$, at 99% confidence level) has a positive, substantially strong and statistically significant relationship with job satisfaction.

4.5. Assumptions

Collinearity (also called multicollinearity) refers to the assumption that the independent variables are uncorrelated (Darlington, 1968; Keith, 2006). The researcher is able to interpret regression coefficients as the effects of the independent variables on the dependent variables when collinearity is low (Keith, 2006; Poole & O’Farrell, 1971). This means that we can make inferences about the causes and effects of variables reliably. Multicollinearity occurs when
several independent variables correlate at high levels with one another, or when one independent variable is a near linear combination of other independent variables (Keith, 2006). The more variables overlap (correlate) the less able researchers can separate the effects of variables. In MR the independent variables are allowed to be correlated to some degree (Cohen, 1968; Darlington, 1968; Hoyt et al., 2006; Neale et al., 1994).

The regression is designed to allow for this, and provides the proportions of the overlapping variance (Cohen, 1968). Ideally, independent variables are more highly correlated with the dependent variables than with other independent variables. If this assumption is not satisfied, autocorrelation is present (Poole & O’Farrell, 1971). Multicollinearity can result in misleading and unusual results, inflated standard errors, reduced power of the regression coefficients that create a need for larger sample sizes (Jaccard et al., 2006; Keith, 2006). Interpretations and conclusions based on the size of the regression coefficients, their standard errors, or associated t-tests may be misleading because of the confounding effects of collinearity (Mason & Perreault Jr., 1991). The result is that the researcher can underestimate the relevance of a predictor, the hypothesis testing of interaction effects is hampered, and the power for detecting the moderation relationship is reduced because of the intercorrelation of the predictor variables (Jaccard et al., 2006; Shieh, 2010).

One way to prevent multicollinearity is to combine overlapping variables in the analysis, and avoid including multiple measures of the same construct in a regression (Keith, 2006). Statistical software packages include collinearity diagnostics that measure the degree to which each variable is independent of other independent variables. The effect of a given level of collinearity can be evaluated in conjunction with the other factors of sample size, $R^2$, and magnitude of the coefficients (Mason & Perreault Jr., 1991). Widely used procedures examine the correlation matrix of the predictor variables, computing the coefficients of determination, $R^2$, and measures of the eigenvalues of the data matrix including variance inflation factors (VIF) (Mason & Perreault Jr., 1991). Tolerance measures the influence of one independent variable on all other independent variables. Tolerance levels for correlations range from zero (no independence) to one (completely independent) (Keith, 2006). The VIF is an index of the amount that the variance of each regression coefficient is increased over that with uncorrelated independent variables (Keith, 2006). When a predictor variable has a strong linear association with other predictor variables, the associated VIF is large and is evidence of multicollinearity (Shieh, 2010). The rule
of thumb for a large VIF value is ten (Keith, 2006; Shieh, 2010). Small values for tolerance and large VIF values show the presence of multicollinearity (Keith, 2006).

Detect Multicollinearity

1. As the squared correlation ($r^2$) increases toward 1.0, the magnitude of potential problems associated with multicollinearity increases correspondingly.

2. Tolerance (1-$R^2$)

One minus the squared multiple correlation of a given IV from other Ivs in the equation. Tolerance values of 0.10 or less indicate that there may be serious multicollinearity.

3. The Variance Inflation Factor [VIF=1/ (1-$R^2$)]

VIF is the reciprocal of the Tolerance. Any VIF of 10 or more provides evidence of serious multicollinearity.

4. Condition Number (k)

The square root of the ratio of the largest eigenvalue to the smallest eigenvalue. k of 30 or larger indicate that there may be serious multicollinearity.

4.6. The Impact of Work Life Conflict Dimensions on Job Satisfaction

Regression analysis is used to predict the value of a variable based on the value of another variable. The variable the researcher wants to predict is called the dependent variable (or sometimes, the outcome variable). The variables are using to predict the other variable's value is called the independent variable (or sometimes, the predictor variable). Multiple regression analysis was employed to examine the effect of work life conflict dimensions on job satisfaction.

In order to determine the extent to which the explanatory variables explain the variance in the explained variable, multiple regression analysis was performed. Multicolinearity Test: in multiple regression analysis, multicollinearity refers to the correlation among the independent variables. According to the rule of thumb test, multicollinearity is a potential problem if the absolute value of the sample correlation coefficient exceeds 0.7 for any two of the independent variable, (Anderson et al., 2011). Before conducting the multiple regression analysis, the researcher examined the result of multiple correlations among the independent variables and found that, the pair wise correlation between the independent variables is below 0.7. Table 4.8 Regress work life conflict (imbalance) dimensions (work to life interference, personal life to work interference, work overload and job autonomy) as independent variable on the job satisfaction as dependent variable.
Table 4.8. Model Summary

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>R</th>
<th>R Square</th>
<th>Adjusted R Square</th>
<th>Std. Error of the Estimate</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>.756a</td>
<td>.571</td>
<td>.566</td>
<td>.765</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Own Survey, (2017)

a. Predictors: (Constant), Job Autonomy, Personal life to work interference, Work to personal life interference, Work overload

b. Dependent Variable: Job Satisfaction

Table 4.9. ANOVA Result

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Sum of Squares</th>
<th>Df</th>
<th>Mean Square</th>
<th>F</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Regression</td>
<td>284.165</td>
<td>4</td>
<td>71.041</td>
<td>121.371</td>
<td>.000b</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Residual</td>
<td>213.643</td>
<td>365</td>
<td>.585</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Total</td>
<td>497.808</td>
<td>369</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Own Survey, (2017)

a. Dependent Variable: Job Satisfaction b. Predictors: (Constant), Job Autonomy, Personal life to work interference, Work to personal life interference, Work overload

Table 4.10. Coefficients

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>Unstandardized Coefficients</th>
<th>Standardized Coefficient of Beta</th>
<th>T</th>
<th>Sig.</th>
<th>Collinearity Statistics</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>(Constant)</td>
<td>4.348</td>
<td>2.75</td>
<td>15.825</td>
<td>.000</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work to personal life conflict</td>
<td>-.299</td>
<td>.043</td>
<td>-.305</td>
<td>-6.867</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Personal life to work interference</td>
<td>-.203</td>
<td>.041</td>
<td>-.186</td>
<td>-4.935</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Work load</td>
<td>-.246</td>
<td>.042</td>
<td>-.259</td>
<td>-5.795</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Job autonomy</td>
<td>.237</td>
<td>.044</td>
<td>229</td>
<td>-5.419</td>
<td>.000</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Source; Own Survey, (2017)

a. Dependent Variable: Job Satisfaction

Result of this multiple regression analysis shows that the value of F statistics 121.371 at 4 and 365 degrees of freedom is statistically significant at 99% confidence which means that model is statistically significant. The $R^2$ of the model is 0.571, which shows that approximately 57.1% of variance in dependent variable (job satisfaction) can be explained by the linear combination of
the independent variables work life conflict (work to personal life interference, personal life to work interference, work overload and job autonomy).

4.7. Result and Discussion

Hypothesis 1
Ho1: Work to personal life interference will not have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
Ha1: Work to personal life interference will have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

The results of Pearson correlation analysis, as presented in table 4.3 above, revealed that work to personal life interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction (r = -0.637, p < 0.01, at 99% confidence). Correlation analysis indicates that, there is a negative, substantially strong, though statistically significant, relationship between work to personal life interference with job satisfaction. The result supports Ho1. Therefore, the researcher may fail to reject the null hypothesis and it is accepted that, work to personal life interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 2
Ho2: Personal life to work interference will not have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
Ha2: Personal life to work interference will have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

The results in table 4.7 above, revealed that personal life to work interference has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction (r = -0.460, p < 0.01, at 99% confidence). This proves Ho2, which stated that a negative relationship exists between personal life to work interference and job satisfaction. Hence, the researcher may fail to reject the null hypothesis and it is accepted that, personal life to work interference has a negative, medium and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

Hypothesis 3
Ho3: Workload will not have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
Ha3: Workload will have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.
As shown in table 4.7 above, work overload has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction \( r = -0.616, P < 0.01, \) at 99% confidence). The study result supports Ho3. So, the results of the correlation rejected our Alternative hypothesis 3(Ha3), which stated that a positive and substantially strong and significant relationship exist between workload and job satisfaction. Hence, the researcher may fail to reject the null hypothesis and it is accepted that, work overload has a negative and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

**Hypothesis 4**

Ho4: Job autonomy will not have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

Ha4: Job autonomy will have a positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

Table 4.7 further shows that, job autonomy has a positive, strong and statistically significant relationship with job satisfaction \( r = 0.574, p < 0.01, \) at 99% confidence level). This disproves null hypothesis which stated that a positive correlation does not exist between job autonomy and job satisfaction. Hence, the researcher may fail to accept the null hypothesis and rather it is accepted the hypothesis that supports the increase in job autonomy increases the job satisfaction for the employees in the banking sector in Addis Ababa, and vice versa.

The result of this study is supported by the findings of the research that was conducted by [(Nadeemand Abbas (2009); Gronlund (2007); Cabrita and Perista (2006) and Kim (2001)]. Employees in the service sector both in public and private organizations felt highly satisfied if they have freedom to take the decision regarding their job. Employees of the bank reported that when they are given the freedom associated with job, job satisfaction gets raised. Additionally, current study finding asserts that banking sector must consider the important dimensions on which a job can be assessed in order to determine the degree to which a job is pleasant to the performer. However, in the banking sector job provides average or moderate freedom, independence, and discretion to the employees in scheduling the work and in determining the procedures to be used in carrying it out. Therefore, it is right direction for the bank to have the dominant framework for defining task characteristic and understanding its relationship to employee motivation, performance, and satisfaction.
CHAPTER FIVE
SUMMARY OF THE MAJOR FINDINGS, CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS

5.1. Summary of the Major Findings
This study was aimed at investigating the impact of work life conflict on job satisfaction of employees in selected branches of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa. Depending on the questionnaire consisting of 410 selected employees of five branches, specifically this study designed to examine the relationship of job satisfaction with work to personal life interference, personal life to work interference, job overload and job autonomy.

Results from Pearson’s Product Moment Correlation Coefficient revealed that, there is moderately strong and statistically significant relationship between work to life interference and job satisfaction, personal life to work interference and job satisfaction, work overload and job satisfaction, and job autonomy and job satisfaction which are statistically significant at 99% confidence level.

In terms of the stated research hypotheses, the following specific empirical findings emerged from the investigation: The three work life conflict dimensions (work to life interference, work overload and private life to work interference) and job satisfaction found to be inversely and significantly related whereas job autonomy is the only remaining factor to have a strong, positive and significant relationship with job satisfaction.

In addition to this, four work life conflict dimensions significantly explain the variations in job satisfaction. However, except job autonomy, which statistically and positively predicts the variation in job satisfaction, the three work life conflict dimensions (work to personal life interference, work overload and personal life to work interference) statistically and negatively predict the variation in job satisfaction.

The model summary of multiple regression analysis revealed that the proportion of the variation in job satisfaction explained by the liner combination of work life conflict dimensions jointly is 57.1% (from R² value) which is statistically significant at 99% confidence level, as indicated from F-statistic. Moreover, when the other variables are controlled, all of the explanatory variables are statistically significant at 99% confidence level, and work to personal life
interference is the best predictor of job satisfaction with Beta-value of -0.305. This is followed by work overload, job autonomy and personal life to work interference with Beta-values of -0.259, 0.229, and -0.186, respectively.

Finally, it was found out that, Job autonomy is directly related to job satisfaction or clear correlation with job satisfaction indicates that, more autonomy in a job leads to higher job satisfaction among employees

5.2. Conclusion

The study was conducted to examine the state and impact of work life conflict on job satisfaction among employees of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia in Addis Ababa among which five branches were selected, namely: Head office, Legehar, Mexico, Addis Ababa and Sengatera.

In this specific study work to personal life interference found to be negatively affect job satisfaction. From this, it can be concluded that the more the work demand interference in private live will result in less satisfaction.

The more work overload observed in the bank will causes in less job satisfaction and vice versa. The relationship between job autonomy and job satisfaction found to positive, moderate and statistically significant. Thus, it can be concluded that the more autonomy in a job leads to higher job satisfaction among employees.

As can be seen from the summary, the relationship between personal life to work interference and job satisfaction is negative, moderately strong and statistically significant. Thus, the less the personal life demand interferes with work demand will result in high job satisfaction and vice versa.

Finally, the four work life conflict dimensions that are work to personal life interference, work overload, personal life to work interference and job autonomy was found to be significantly explaining the variation in job satisfaction. Therefore, it can conclude that the four work life conflict dimensions are statistically explaining the variation in job satisfaction.

5.3. Recommendations

Based on the findings, summary and conclusions of the study, the following recommendations are forwards to the management of the bank and suggestion for other researchers.
A supportive management is required to minimize the conflict between work and non-work life. To do so, management must recognize the employees’ productivity.

Top management should realize the effect of work life conflict on job satisfaction and should implement work life balance programs, practices and policies such as time balance, involvement balance and satisfaction balance with work and non-work roles.

Higher job pressure was found to be one of the most important factors causing low-level job satisfaction. Thus, top management should avoid higher job pressure (work overload) by prioritization of activities, having consistent schedule, defining the work space and avoiding multi-tasking.

It is essential that HR department responsive to the needs and constantly changing requirements of workforce and the effect of environmental issues in order to improve programs and policies of work life balance like locally attainable flexible work time arrangements.

Job autonomy was found to be a positive strong predictor of job satisfaction.

Therefore, the bank should be interested in providing jobs with schedule control, control over pace of work and decision-making latitude, which collectively reduce the job dissatisfaction level.

Finally, Work life conflict dimensions found to be the most important factors affecting employees’ job satisfaction. Therefore the bank should be interested in promoting a mechanism, such as, hours worked, amount and peace of work, management support and family-friendly culture, perceived control, flexible hours and domestic factors/personal support that allows for the reduction of work/life conflict and the resultant increases in life satisfaction and organizational performance.

**Suggestion for Future Research**

This study was conducted to examine the impact of work life imbalance on job satisfaction of employees of CBE in Addis Ababa. The sample was drawn from only five branches in Addis Ababa, thus this study may be limited in its generalize ability of the findings to others branches in the whole country. So, future research should have to draw sample of respondents on more number of branches for the sake generalizing the results of the study.
This study included only four dimensions of work life conflict, there could be some other relevant dimensions that may be perceived as important by organizations and employees, but those were excluded from this study. Future researches, therefore, may consider more dimensions of work life conflict like job characteristics (job demands, job resources, job stress), organizational values (associated with high performance and involvement), individual variables (age, sex, qualifications, pay, professional aspirations, marital status, etc.), and other variables which can influence job satisfaction.

Furthermore, conducting a replication study in other service industries is also needed; for example in the hotel service, telecommunication service, post office service, educational institutions, hospitals and so on.
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APPENDIX I

ST MARY’S UNIVERSITY

SCHOOL OF POSTGRADUATE STUDIES

MBA PROGRAM

Questionnaire to be Distributed for the Employees of the Commercial Bank of Ethiopia

Dear Respondents;

This questionnaire is developed for an academic effort planned for the collection of data to conduct a thesis paper on the title “Investigating the Impact of Work life Conflict on the Employees Job Satisfaction in the case of Commercial Bank of Ethiopia”, in order to fulfil the University’s (St Mary’s University) requirement set for awarding of a Master of Business Administration. The information obtained from this questionnaire will be kept confidential and will not be used for any other purposes. Hence, I am kindly asking respondents to give your candid information.

NB:

➢ It is not necessary to write your name
➢ Try to address all the question given below
➢ For the closed ended questions use (√)mark for your choice in the given box

Thank you for your cooperation!

PART I: Demographic Information

1. Educational Qualification:

Grade 10 completed □   Grade 12 completed □   Certificate □
College diploma □   First Degree □   Second Degree and above □

2. Job title

CEO/President /Vice President Director Manager □
Other__________________

3. Years stayed at the bank:

Under 1years □   1–3 years □   4–6 years □   over 6 years □
Part II: Questions Directly Related with the Study

1. Here under the questions with regard to the work life conflict of the employees’ in your bank, therefore, you are kindly requested to put “√” “X” mark on the box which represents your degree of agreement. 1= Strongly disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neutral, 4= Agree 5= Strongly agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>WORK TO FAMILY CONFLICT</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>After work, I come home too tired to do some of the things I’d like to do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>On the job I have so much work to do that it takes away from my personal interests.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>My family/friends dislike how often I am preoccupied with my work while I am at home.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>My work takes up time that I’d like to spend with family/friends.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>My job or career interferes with my responsibilities at home, such as cooking, cleaning, repairs, shopping, paying the bills and child care.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>My job or career keeps me from spending the amount of time I would like to spend with my family.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

FAMILY TO WORK CONFLICT

| 7  | I am often too tired at work because of the things I have to do at home.              |   |   |   |   |   |
| 8  | My personal demands are so great that it takes away from my work.                    |   |   |   |   |   |
| 9  | My superiors and peers dislike how often I am preoccupied with my personal life while at work. |   |   |   |   |   |
| 10 | My personal life takes up time that I’d like to spend at.                             |   |   |   |   |   |
| 11 | My home life interfere with my responsibilities at work, such as getting to work on time, accomplishing daily tasks, or working overtime. |   |   |   |   |   |
| 12 | My home life keeps me from spending the amount of time I would like to spend on job or career related activities. |   |   |   |   |   |

JOB AUTONOMY

| 13 | I gain personal accomplishment through my work.                                       |   |   |   |   |   |
| 14 | I have the tools and resources to do my job well.                                     |   |   |   |   |   |
| 15 | I could clearly define quality goals in my work.                                      |   |   |   |   |   |
| 16 | My skills and abilities are put into good use in my work.                             |   |   |   |   |   |
| 17 | The company does an excellent job in keeping employees informed about matters affecting us. |   |   |   |   |   |
| 18 | I am satisfied with the information given by the management on what is going on in my division. |   |   |   |   |   |
| 19 | I feel safe sharing my plans, programs and policies with my management.               |   |   |   |   |   |
| 20 | My manager is committed to finding win win solutions to problems at work.             |   |   |   |   |   |

WORK LOAD

| 21 | The workload is shared fairly.                                                        |   |   |   |   |   |
| 22 | The amount of work I am given to do is reasonable.                                    |   |   |   |   |   |
| 23 | The level of responsibility I am given is reasonable.                                 |   |   |   |   |   |
| 24 | There is sufficient time to provide the type of care I would like to.                 |   |   |   |   |   |
| 25 | Staffing levels are adequate for the workload.                                        |   |   |   |   |   |
1. Here under the questions with regard to the job satisfaction of the employees’ in your bank, therefore, you are kindly requested to put “√” “X” mark on the box which represents your degree of agreement. 1= Strongly disagree, 2= Disagree, 3= Neutral, 4= Agree 5= Strongly agree

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>No</th>
<th>JOB SATISFACTION</th>
<th>5</th>
<th>4</th>
<th>3</th>
<th>2</th>
<th>1</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>I am often bored with my job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>I am fairly well satisfied with my present job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my job for the time being.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>Most of the day, I am enthusiastic about my job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>5</td>
<td>I like my job better than the average worker does.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>6</td>
<td>I find real enjoyment in my work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>7</td>
<td>This is a really good place to work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>8</td>
<td>The team spirit (or morale) in this work environment is good.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>9</td>
<td>Overall, I am really happy with my job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>10</td>
<td>I am very committed to working here and I see myself staying here for a long term career.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>11</td>
<td>I feel proud to work here.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>12</td>
<td>Overall, I am satisfied with my current job.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>13</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the time to complete my work.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>14</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the amount of work I have to do.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>15</td>
<td>I am satisfied with the variation of work tasks.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>16</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my working conditions.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>17</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my work times.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>18</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my supervisor.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>19</td>
<td>I am satisfied with my colleagues.</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>